
		










	
	



            
            
                



 ALL SALES FINAL | ALL ITEMS AT CLOSEOUT PRICES | Free US Shipping on orders $150+ 
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            About TeenyB



	
		Known for designing and manufacturing luxurious Brazilian cut bikinis for style conscious shoppers, TeenyB Bikini Couture is the go-to destination for women around the world who are seeking "Less fabric, more looks."

		With an assortment of bikini tops and bottoms designed with fit, comfort and luxury in mind, you can just never get enough of our bikinis. We have tops ranging from classic triangle to butterfly and sweetheart tops, and exclusive bottom styles from our famous pucker designs to cheeky thongs that defy all the rules. TeenyB's mission is simple: to offer the best in Brazilian cut bikinis through a commitment to design, quality and superior customer service.

		We design each piece to have the perfect amount of coverage on your body without extra fabric to bunch up and detract from your style. Our growing presence in the Bikini Fitness World is a testament to the idea that the perfect fitting bikini can showcase your body's natural curves and beauty.

	

	
	
		Quick Links

		
			Media Kit (PDF) 
			Contact Us
		

	








TeenyB in the media
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TeenyB photos for use in media

The following photos may be used in any type of media - print or electronic, as long as the following conditions are met: 1.) The photos remain intact and are unaltered (including cropping to remove watermarks, etc.), 2.) When using photos in a digital format, TeenyB must be credited in the form of a link back to TeenyB.com, 3.) You agree not to use the photos in any way that is illegal, defamatory, or racist. Please direct any questions regarding photo usage to media@teenybikini.com


Click here to download a zip file containing the images below (4.37MB)


Alternately, if you only need a few images, you can click on any of the thumbnails for a full-size image.
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TeenyB Lookbooks

TeenyB Spring Lookbook



TeenyB Summer Lookbook



TeenyB Fall Lookbook



TeenyB Resort Lookbook



TeenyB Holiday Lookbook






Contact Us

Click here to contact us
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